FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

TEXAS STATE REPORT
ISIS Is On Our Borders

1/28/16 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:

WND posted an “EXCLUSIVE” today titled, "TEXAS STATE REPORT: ISIS IS ON OUR BORDERS." Their first two sentences were:

There long have been reports of activity by Islamic terrorists just across the border from Texas in Mexico, that ISIS was setting up training camps in the region and that Muslim terrorists were infiltrating the U.S. through that region.

Now the state of Texas is issuing alarms about that very issue in its new Texas Public Safety Threat Overview, released just this month.

[end quote]

The American Resistance Party declares that this same warning should be issued by ALL OTHER THREE SOUTHERN BORDER STATES, California, Arizona and New Mexico.

The Texas, California, Arizona, New Mexico border is described as:
Border region 12 million people, drug contraband, Drug war, Gangs and cartels with a high regional power, Tunnel for drugs, Arms trade, Strict weapon controlling laws in Mexico, A lot of illegal business, No possibility to control it in the USA, Everybody has the right to own a weapon, Sweatshops; -no single definition; -bad working conditions; -paid less than daily expenses; -create jobs, child labor; -250 mio children from age 5 to 14; -work in developing countries; -7 percent in Latin America; -forced to work; -no education, no future; workers: normally girls with fast, little fingers; work all day long...

This criminal and economically challenged 2000 mile border area is a breeding ground for the spread of radical terrorists from many vicious nations. Texas is the first of the states to confess that radical terrorism is “infiltrating” into their state.
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